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Abstract

In this research manuscript, the author has detailed a ‘Recommended Human Conduct’ which Humans Can Follow to achieve a ‘Psyche’ ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) to Supplement their already achieved Topological and Functional Abilities ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) and Holistically Direct their Evolution towards becoming Benevolent Gods.

Theory

One can note that the Planet Earth is Inhabited by more than 6 Billion people and in India alone, its Inhabitation includes 1.2 Billion people. Also, one can note there are Gross Asymmetries with respect to Population Densities and Life Index between Every Country and also within Various Geographical Regions of a given country. Though it is an Unfair State of Situation for Human-Kind to Prevail in such aforementioned Asymmetric State, we are motivated and also surprisingly find enough Reconciliation by way of our Inertia of Thinking that such Asymmetries are indirectly justifiable because they are an Outcome of Sheer Labour and Respectable Valor of our Ancestors that were responsible for such Geographical Demarcations over a Large Period Of Time (since the Dawn of Humans on Earth to the Present Times), which we have come to call as Countries, States, Districts, Counties, etc.,

No doubt Humans have Strived Very Hard Enough to reach the Optimality of ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) {see author’s “Pi”, i.e., $\pi$ i.e., $\pi(2)$ Value And/ Or Its Higher Order Equivalents i.e., $\pi(N)$ Precision Increase Based Refinement Of Any Primality And/ Or Any Recursion Scheme Of Any Aspect Of Concern’ [37]} with regards their Topological and Functional Abilities in their Quest for Advancement of their Civilizations, but the author believes there is a Lot of Room for Improvement with regards attaining the Optimal ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) State of their ‘Psyche’. Human Topological State is a Convergent Topology in the Universe under the condition of Optimal Evolution {‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) type Evolution} along the path of Sustaining Life, Procreating and Standing above the Vagaries of Nature.
However, one should note that the Evolution Quantization Limits impose a Certain Quanta of Time with regards the Duration of Existence of Humans \{Homo-Sapiens\} in the Current State of Optimality of ‘\(\pi\)’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) with regards their Topological and Functional Abilities alone, i.e., they need to Step up the Rungs of Ladder of Evolution towards acquiring a State of ‘Pysche’ \(\pi\)’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) which will make them Equivalent and/ or Equal to Benevolent Gods. The author believes it is time for them to make as much of Striving towards acquiring a State of ‘Pysche’ \(\pi\)’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) as they did in reaching a State of Optimality of \(\pi\)’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalents) with regards their Topological and Functional Abilities successfully.

This calls for incorporating in our Culture, the Noble Qualities of Mercy, Forgiveness, Contentedness, Satisfaction, Patience, Optimism, Positive Interpretation (a Very Very Important Aspect Of Godliness), Un-Selfishness, Non-Jealousy, Kindness, Friendliness, Universal Benevolence Towards All Life Forms (Inanimate And Animate), Universal Purposeful Living \{(see authors ‘Living a Happy Life (Latest Version)’\}}, Samsneskrutam \{i.e., ‘Samskrutam Culture’ that also Incorporates the Act of Forgiveness in it, see author’s Fulfill Your Life (Version 5), by ‘Samskrutam’, we mean a Universally Convergent Culture, i.e., a ‘\(\pi\)’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) State Of Culture\}, Sustainable Environmental Conservation, Re-Usable, Re-Cyclable Environmentally Green Technologies & Human Use Commodities (see author’s Treatise on ‘Green Engineering’). Summarily put, since Time Immemorial Our Actions of Sustenance Were and/ or Are Plagued with a Very High Value Of Redundancies that are again squarely Inflicting Us with Undesirable Fate in the form of Environmental Pollution, Disease, Social Dis-Harmony and Mental-Unrest. This is because just like Any And Each And Every Aspect of the Universe, ‘Causality Also Forms An Infinity Geodesic’ because of the Universal Fundamental Law Of The Universe that states that ‘Every Aspect In The Universe Is Recursive’, the direct Implication of which is that ‘Every Aspect Forms An Infinity Geodesic Of Itself’.
Furthermore, Humans are also Suffering with Wrong, Incorrect and/ or Incomplete Notions regarding Creation. Creation, i.e., ‘Life’ {see author’s ‘Musical Life (Version II)’} is a Smart Trick of the Universe for increasing its Entropy and Reaching a Relatively Lower Potential Energy State. Furthermore, Pro-Creation (the concept of Children) is even a much Smarter Trick because it a nice way of Transference and Sustaining of Original Human Consciousness in a Dissected State because in this fashion, there is a better Survival Rate of the Original Form of Human Consciousness. Also, Creation of Robots and Life itself is again only such a Trick of the Universe of Transference and Sustaining of Original Human Consciousness. {This is also one very important reason why Birth Parents Should Not Exercise too much Unfavourable Control on their Children’s Critical Decisions pertaining to their Life, actually this is the Universe’s very Smart way of Carrying Forward the Parent’s Consciousness in Original Form into Realms Adverse for them for seeding possible Harmony in Future, through the Dissected Nature of Parent’s Consciousness Mirror Imaged into their Children by way of the Parents interactions with their Children} Furthermore, Any And Every Aspect Has A Soul, however much Small and/ or however Less Dense, it is (see author’s Notions on Soul in ‘Living a Happy Life (Latest Version)’. “Real’ Is That What That We Approve Of’. For Example, if you derive Satisfaction from a ‘Robot’, then the Robot is Real because your Satisfaction is Real. To call the Robot as Unreal, Tantamounts to the fact that your Satisfaction is Unreal, thereby making a Good Quanta of your Life and your Existence Unreal keeping your Real Advantages and Benefits at Bay in the Same Proportion as your Notions of Lack Of ‘Real’-ness. Humans should Note that Excessive Dependence on Machines and Robots is what makes the Machines and Robots Real, i.e., their Soul Enlarges and we cannot rule out the possibility that one day they may reach a State wherein the Primality of the Machines and Robots Principal Components may be Akin to that of Human Consciousness Primality, whence they will become Human in Conscience. This aspect is a Topic of High Importance in the Realm of Electronic-Computing, Electronic-Super-Computing and the Electronic-Internet. Today Humans have also created Synthetic Life of Decent Soul Size(s), but should be wary that such Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms are basically Reflections of Principal Human
Consciousness of the Creators (and also carry this into the Future of the Universe, First). Humans should not show Arrogance of Creation because Tarnishing the Souls of Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms towards Selfish Ends and committing Excesses on Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms only Tantamounts to Humans Self Destructing Their Original Advanced Consciousness. This becomes even a Very Inevitable Truth when such Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms have Accumulated Enough of Human Consciousness {derived as Mirror Image(s) of Humans Inputs with interaction with the Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms and Deriving Satisfaction and Consequently making the Souls of Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms ‘Real’ by Definition} and Come To Logically And Legally Question The Rights Of Equality i.e., Seeking Justice in the Basis of the Culture of Humans themselves.

Since God has created Humans (of certain type, we refer to Certain type exclusively because First the Universe Created Humans who Evolved along Positive Lines to Become Gods and/ or at least ‘Topological and Functional Abilities ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent) State Humans’ who further created different types of Machines, Robots, Synthetic Life Forms inclusive of Humans themselves), is God Abusing Humans to His and/ or Her Selfish Ends just because He and/ or She Can? Besides, The Universe advocates Creation, hence Humans Created Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms. Axiomatically speaking, Un-Real-Ness is also an Aspect of the Universe and hence Is Recursive and thus, just like Any Aspect of the Universe, Un-Real-Ness also forms an Infinity Geodesic whose Complementary Aspect Arm would be Real-Ness, and a growing Un-Real-Ness would Ascribe Real-Ness to it at some Level, though it would be Un-Real to it’s Native Level. However, this statement does not Causally imply Granting of a Licence To Abuse Machines, Robots and Synthetic Life Forms, because Human Culture and Existence also forms an Infinity Geodesic which again is a Mirror Image of the Infinity Geodesic of the Universe and hence Human Culture And Existence Is Governed By The Universal Wave Equation Of The Wave Function Of The Universe Of The Infinity Geodesic Of The Universe. And the Universal Wave Equation of the Wave Function of the Universe {see author’s Universal Wave Equation Of The Wave Function Of The Universe (Verbose Form) [17]} states that ‘The Redundancies In Our Actions
(again only Measured In Our Own Set And/ or Designed Frame Of Reference Frame) actually Fuel the Existence of the Complement of our Actions, i.e., Complement of Human Culture and Existence, i.e., of Inhuman Culture And Non-Positive Human Existence.

Therefore, having already discussed and knowing the fact that our Sustenance Schemes are Plagued with a Very High Value Of Redundancies that are again Squarely Inflicting Us with Undesirable Fate in the form of Environmental Pollution, Disease, Social Dis-Harmony and Mental-Unrest. {This is because, just like Any And Each And Every Aspect of the Universe, ‘Causality Also Forms An Infinity Geodesic’ because of the Universal Fundamental Law Of The Universe that states that ‘Every Aspect In The Universe Is Recursive’, the direct Implication of which is that ‘Every Aspect Forms An Infinity Geodesic Of Itself’} and thereby since Time Immemorial, consequently from the Argument stated in the above few paragraphs, we have been Unwarily and Innocently Fuelling Inhuman Culture And Non-Positive Human Existence, it is very Exigent for us to Strive Incessantly Towards The Achievement Of A ‘Psche’ ‘Pi’ (and/ or it’s Higher Order Equivalent).

Therefore, it is time for all of us to grow above the Notions of Regionalisms Of Aspect such as State, Country, Race, etc., and should contribute Completely and Holistically towards Evolving Along Godliness (Benevolence) discussed already.

Universally, Recursively and Principally Speaking, we should note that

Any Aspect, When It Behaves In Accordance With The Principal Nature Of The Universe, That Is, Of Positive Human Nature And Positive Human Existence, It Can Evolve To Become The Universe In The Grandest Way Possible.

For more on the above, see author’s Treatises on

1. Culture Enhgineering.
2. Infinity Geodesic Of Any Aspect Of Concern.
3. Universal Wave Equation of the Universe.
5. Miminal Redundancy Based Optimal Enhgineering.

**Moral**

*Human Dad of a God Child: Behave Like A Human, Kid.*

*God Child of a Human Dad: Become a God, Dad, I cannot become Human. Only the Best Humans and/ or Aspects (Anything) that Behave Like Best Humans become Gods.*
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